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Abstract - Due to increasing traffic in the modern times it is imperative to design a system effective in maintaining a record
of vehicles passing through a lane or a road. This will help to decrease human interference with the system and result in
avoidance of faulty data. Our method would try to focus on detecting cars based on color , so that a proper information about
transiting vehicles can be maintained. With the development of color based tracking mechanism tracking of car will become
more easier and will lead to further control over the vehicular accident. it has observed that drivers tend to get lethargic and
lose focus in such scenarios lead to occurrences of accidents in modern times. hence our mechanism will help to predict the
course of vehicle movement and lead to further help so that driver mishaps can be kept in check for road traffic safety and
pedestrian protection in the lanes.
Keywords - Vehicle Movement Detection, Color based Tracking

particular object image .The major idea of using
filters is to create smooth boundaries for the object.
Let the image be termed as image1.

I. INTRODUCTION
From the past few years the traffic control has
become a serious issue for human beings. A variety
of issues ranging from traffic congestion, lack of
vehicle parking, pollution etc has started harassing
human. Major inventions have been done in this
regard to minimize the issues and one of them being
vehicle detection and tracking. The scope is vast due
to variety of feature that vehicles possess ranging
from edges, colors, shadows, corners, textures etc. In
this paper we will aim to detect cars through color
based detection and our method would totally focus
on creating an image from which the background will
be subtracted and grey image would be obtained.
Thereby analyzing the subsequent edges from the
processed images.
Our major aim would be to continuously track a
particular vehicle and create a bounding box over it .
A camera will be installed and through MATLAB
code , continuous surveillance would be done. It is
one of the basic steps in our endeavor to streamline
traffic although other necessary steps would make the
process much effective.

B.
Vehicle Counter:
The image developed in the above step acts as an
input for the next procedure. The entire image is
scrutinized
from top half to bottom half to
accommodate all the spaces .Based on the
requirement we will provide two variables, first is
count 1 which will track the number of vehicles and
the second would be a register count2 designed to
keep count of the number of vehicles passing through
at a particular instant. When a new object is detected
on a first sight, it will check in the buffer and if it is
found to be new, it will register it and the counter will
be incremented.
Our article is organized into types of differentiation
that can be done to the vehicle that the properties it
possess. These could be lines, edges , symmetry,
color etc . We further zero in on the technique of
color based approach as it helps further easier
detection and observation.
The basis of vehicle detection can be based on
1. Texture
2. Color
3. Vertices
4. Shadows
5. Corners
6. Symmetry
We will discuss some techniques before discussing
our own method.

II. METHODS
There are majorly two steps for our tracking
mechanism:A.
Vehicle Synchronization:
There would be numerous vehicles in the typical day
to day life .For this we can synchronize the traffic
based on color so that the tracking process becomes
more efficient .There may be presence of noise due to
irregularity between the background image and the
object. Also there may not be distinct boundary
around an object . Median filters are employed to
create a rank on the basis of pixels contained in the

C. Based on texture
In this mode we are going to look for certain features
in the vehicle to help the detection much easier.There
exits the intricacies of the texture on which a vehicle
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is based.The texture denotes the significance of the
vehicle and the subsequent possibility of making
identification easier. Some techniques readily
available in the technological domain is the dual tree
complex wavelet technique that works on the
principle of texture segmentation to remove the
background while the vehicle remains in the
forefront. Certain use of denoising process makes the
vehicle segmentation more crucial as compared to
other techniques. The dynamics of the vehicle in the
3d space allows a learner to inculcate more spatial
arrangements in terms of (x,y,z) leading to a
generation of better images.

vehicles. The possibility of finding the susceptible
vehicle increases many fold after the use of
symmetrical supervised technique.

D. Based on edge detection
This technique relies upon the properties of
discontinuities in the brightness.The world of distinct
edges is very large when the dynamics of cars are
concerned .There is certain amount of traction that
comes to this scenario.Despite the recurring
challenges of low image and video qualities found at
the stations or surveillance spots edge detection
comes to the rescue which help in better recognition
and tracking.Edge based algorithms depend on the
discontinuity in the illumination found in the real
time world. For real time applications to succeed a
way of employ robustness to the system is evidently
possible through edge based mechanisms.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

A simplified diagram for detection through
symmetry

F. Based on color
It is quite imperative that we find a solution based on
distinctive features rather than going into complex
information. Hence color based detection would help
and rescue traffic pedestrians in the endeavor.When
one needs to track a single entity out of of a variety of
multiple sources then it is possible on various
parameters. One such parameter is color. This is one
distinctive feature that separates a vehicle from
others. Hence the prerequisite is a proper algorithm
for proper differentiation that leads to easier detection
and tracking.The video input can be captured using
the camera possibly a webcam that will lead to image
acquisition. After that video segmentation is done to
differentiate the background image from the
foreground. After proper image analysis based on a
series of parameters such as camera id, camera
configuration , pixel input and others we find the time
duration of the video frames which we can set by the
possible matlab commands which will track the
subsequent movement of the vehicle.A bounding box
will be made over the tracked vehicle which is
desired to be tracked. This will leave behind the
others that are not crucial as per the requirement of
the investigation or surveillance. One needs to
interface a possible video camera or a webcam to the
system to track the moving entities. At the same time
it needs to be interfaced with the matlab .MATLAB
provides a series of addons which help a person to
spread the applications to a wider oriented approach.
Oue method do tracks the vehicle on this approach
but the areas of applications are endless. Even
presence of human interface is minimised to an extent
to make the system reliable and trustworthy.The
importance is based on the subsequent rgb image
subtraction. The original image is continuously
extracted from the video frames which are further
converted into grey scale images .Out of the grey
scale ,image frames corresponding to the color
required is selected for tracking. The bounding box
commands would be made using matlab functions.

A simplified diagram for edge detection algorithm

E. Based on symmetry
It is quite helpful to detect where images poses
symmetry among themselves hence resulting in
quicker detection. In the real time cases the contour
cue is the symmetric cases and hence employing
symmetry based techniques is efficient in the
manner.Two types of criteria is taken into force while
seeing the results.First it is crucial to know the aspect
ratio and then the area ratio. The idea behind during
such a task is to create an object space where a
vehicle presence is possible or not. A snake model is
sometimes employed to find a contour curve and
know the efficiencies of vehicle surveillance. Hence
in the today’s heavy traffic scenarios contour
extraction is a very novel method for clustered and
dynamic image analysis.the skeleton of the
corresponding vehicle images provides a scope for
generation of the bounding box over the desired
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CONCLUSION
In the system too it will create a sequence of lanes to
in which it will register the vehicles and help to
maintain a count as already mentioned a general data
would be maintained and the available buffer will be
increment if it finds a new car that was earlier absent
in its memory ,hence it would be an effective measure
in vehicular control approach .In general by using a
MATLAB generated code it is possible to keep track
of the particular oriented color so that the vehicle
under observation can be continuously tracked .
Therefore with the combined effort of background
image subtraction and color detection , we will track
a vehicle by a bounding box over it to ensure better
visibility and detection.This system in the coming
time can lead to much better improvements over the
existing systems. In the coming time where
pedestrian security and efficient traffic management
would be crucial issues such system will play a
pivotal role.This vast multitude of detection with
advantages and uniqueness of their own poses a an
array of exciting opportunities for further
improvement and research. The aim lies in proper
synchronisation of vehicles which is a challenging
task for the coming times . The effects are far
reaching and channeling therm is the key.

Fig. 3. A simplified diagram for detection based on colour

As shown above , our main target would be to find a
solution in place where human interaction would be
less and maintaining data is of utmost importance.
This leads to using the designed system in places
such as toll places , highway points, traffic zones etc.
The further uses could be tracking of a car in the hit
and run cases, negligent driving etc. The installed
camera automatically capture the involved vehicle
and separates it from the others . Hence the
subsequent tracking becomes easier and efficient .
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